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LOGGING INTO WEEBLY
•
•

Go to www.weebly.com
Click “Log in”

•
•
•
•

Log in with your credentials
If you do not have an account, “sign up.”
It is free to sign up.
You will need an individual account to access
any weebly website.
Dr. Simone Muench will make you a contributor,
allowing you to view and edit.

•

•
•
•

•
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The image is the overview screen.
To make changes to the live website, click “Edit
Website.”
The overview screen is important for tracking the
website’s analytics. By clicking “insights,” you get a
detailed overview of clicks, the website’s success
through a calendar view.
Later I will emphasize the importance of footer
codes, meta data, search engine optimization
(SEO), and analytics.

THE BASICS OF WEEBLY

•
•
•
•
•

When you’re in the website for editing, the most important headers to notice are the “Build,” “Pages,” and
“Publish” icons.
“Build” is to manually create the website.
“Pages” is to see a list of pages created, the contents within each layout, as well as the ability to enter them
for copying or editing.
The “Publish” icon is to ensure each edit appears on the live site.
The following you will not use: “Theme,” Apps,” “Setting,” or “Help,” unless instructed otherwise. The headers
mentioned will allow for major administrative changes that translate throughout the entire website.
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WEEBLY PAGES

•
•
•
•
•

First, the “Pages” tab.
The organization of pages is not ideal, and so it is imperative to organize contents in a hierarchy.
The first image is the outside view of the “Pages,” which is essentially the order in which the website pages
are organized.
The second image is an inside look to a specific page, where editing occurs.
I will detail the importance of titling pages uniquely, recoginzing the “Header Type” options, “visibility,” and
“SEO Settings.”
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•
•

The “Header” option will stay on “Header” to allow each page to showcase the chosen website art.
“No Header” removes the image above the text.

•
•
•
•

“Visibility” allows contributors to select who sees the what website pages.
“Public” invites all live website visitors to view the selected page.
“Site Password” locks the page from all eyes on the live site.
“Members Or Groups” is similar to “Site Password,” but of course exclusive to those on the account.

•

“SEO Settings” influences the website’s marketability. From public page description, to metadata and Footer
Code(s) that affect Google analytics.
“Page Description” is the text that appears below a link & image when sharing a page link.
“Meta Keywords” are the recurring words on a page that make each page google-able.
“Footer Code” influences Google analytics and searchability using Google as a search browser.

•
•
•
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CREATING A JFR ISSUE
THE BEAUTY OF COPY&PASTE

•
•
•

Simplest form to build an issue is to copy a previosuly created page.
The newly copied page will appear at the bottom of the page’s section.
Update the new issue’s information.

•
•

Rename the page name for organizational purposes.
Ensure the “Hide in Navigation” button is check marked. If you choose to show the page in navigation, then
the page will appear in the navigation bar above the header.

•
•
•

Click “Visibility.”
Select “Site Password.”
As you work, hide the pages, seeing as the JFR issue is not officially live. We do not want people previewing
JFR’s upcoming work.
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•
•
•

Click “SEO Settings.”
Fill in the following: “Page Title,” Page Description,” and “Meta Keywords.”
You can either fill in the SEO settings as you create each page OR save the details for the end of the project.

•
•
•

Click “SEO Settings.”
Fill in the following: “Page Title,” Page Description,” and “Meta Keywords.”
You can either fill in the SEO settings as you create each page OR save the details for the end of the project.
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CREATING A JFR ISSUE
BUILDING WITH WEEBLY

•
•

To build a new page, click the “+” icon.
A drop-down menu will appear.

•
•

Within the drop-down menu, select “Standard Page.”
The new page will appear at the very bottom of the page’s tab.

•

In the new standard page, ensure your fill in the following: “Page Title,” “Page Description,” and “Meta Keywords.”
Notice the “Build” tab & “Drag Elements” notification in the middle of the page. The white space is where
you build and expand.

•
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•
•
•

Click the “Build” tab.
A sidebar menu will appear on the left hand side with widget selections.
Explore the different widgets. Locate them on previously created pages for a sense of what is commonly
used.

•
•
•

Drag and drop a widget into the white space to build.
Most commonly used widgets in a JFR issue are the “Title,” “Text,” “Image” and “Spacer” widget.
Adjustments on font size, font color, font style, text position, as well as adding hyperlinks are possible.

•
•

Click the “Title” or “Text” box in order to bring up the text options.
The following text options from left to right are bold, italicize, underline, increase text size, decrease text
size, change color, create link, format text, remove format, undo, redo.
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•
•
•

The latest issues do not use the default color text.
Choose the blackest black option within the text colors given.
Changing the font color improves readability.

•
•
•

To upload an image in the “Image” widget, click the blank widget.
Select “Upload a photo from your computer.”
This option indicates that the Layout Editor will be downloading accepted pieces onto the user computer.

•
•
•
•

To create a hyperlink, highlight the text that used for the link.
Click the create link icon.
Choose from one of the following options.
Most commonly used options are “Website URL” and “Standard Page.”
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•
•
•

•
•
•

When choosing to add a “Website URL,” copy and paste the link.
Weebly offers the option to open the link in a website visitors’ new tab or within the same tab they view the
page from.
Click outside of the “Link” pop-up box, and the link is added.

Most commonly, the Layout Editor will use the “Standard Page” link option in order to link an accepted
piece to the contributors’ work from the genre section’s table of contents.
It is appropriate to uncheck the “Open in new window” option when taking a website visitor to a new page if
the page is related to the JFR website.
When choosing a standard page to link to text, ensure the Layout Editor is doing their due diligence in
keeping pages in order.
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SUMMARY OF CREATING A JFR ISSUE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copy & paste.
Organize pages in the hierarchy in which they appear in their sections.
Fill in the SEO settings.
Before the issue launches, select “Site Password” for each page in order to hide content before the initial
release.
Follow the JFR house style when formatting text and building pages from scratch.
Click “Publish” to save changes!
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HOUSE STYLE FOR JFR WEBSITE

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Title Font: Lora
Text Font: Raleway
Font size(s): Default
Font Color: Black
Contributor Cover Issue must contain the genre headers (Nonfiction, Fiction, Poetry, Art, and eBook)
Each genre will contain a Table of Contents listed alphabetically by the Author’s last name. The title of their
pieces will be listed as they appear on each individual contributor’s page, which is not always
alphabetically, but beginning with the writer’s strongest piece.
The contributor’s page will contain their name, title of piece, followed by their piece, then their author
biography. The building widgets are as followed: Title, Title, Text, Text. To allow white space between the
author’s piece and the author’s biography, enter five times, then add “--,” then below the en dashes include
the author’s biography.
The goal with publishing poetry is to match the submission as close as possible. Ensure spaces,
indentations, symbols, and etc. match the submission as close as possible.
The goal with publishing prose is to also match the submission as close as possible. A good rule of thumb
is to not sepearate paragraphs from one another, add an indentation at the beginning of each
paragraph, and all paragraphs are single-spaced. If an author does not follow this style, try to match their
styling as closely as possible. Double-spacing is not possible on Weebly.
Art pieces are typically organized within a gallery. A gallery will display images from the artist’s strongest
to their least strongest. The organization of art will depend on the artist’s sizing as well as the aesthetic
appeal of the Layout Editor. Artists will include an “Artist Statement” as well as an artist biography. Ensure
to differentiate the two. Separate art from the artist statement with a “Divider” widget.
When possible, include a link to the author or artist website. Embed links to contributor websites over their
names in the biography section.
Art pieces are italicized.
Short stories, poems, articles go in quotes.
Journals, magazines, reviews, novels, collections of poetry, anthologies, etc. are italicized.
Presses, awards, galleries, residencies, workshops, etc. are not italicized nor underlined!
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FAQ

Q: What is SEO?
A: SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization, which is the process that influences the quality and quantity of
website traffic.
Q: What is Meta Keywords?
A: Meta Keywords influence searchability in search engine browsers. The stronger the Meta Keywords, the
better chance JFR holds in appearing on a first page result search.
Tip: Meta Keywords MUST appear on the page the editor is writing meta keywords for.
Q: The justify text button isn’t justifying the text. How can I overcome this obstacle?
A: Copy a text box of an already justified piece onto the new page. Then, resize the text box in order to
stylize the line breaks in which the contributor formed their submission.
Tip: Don’t go searching through 19 issues of work for that ONE justified poem. Go to Amy Sayre Baptista’s
“Elizabeth Stride Demands a Viking Burial” under Issue #18 Fiction.
Q: How do I create an em dash?
A: For some odd reason, Weebly does not allow users to create em dashes. Two en dashes will do. Sometimes
we cannot overcome technologies’ limits.
Q: How long does it take to construct a JFR issue?
A: The process can take between 10-12 hours. This estimate does not include copy editing.
Tip: After each Editorial, begin constructing the website with the newly accepted pieces.
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END
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